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Most simulations of cochlear implant (CI) coding strategies rely on standard vocoders that are based6

on purely signal processing techniques. However, these models neither account for various biophysical7

phenomena, such as neural stochasticity and refractoriness, nor for effects of electrical stimulation, such8

as spectral smearing as a function of stimulus intensity. In this paper, a neural model that accounts for9

stochastic firing, parasitic spread of excitation across neuron populations, and neuronal refractoriness, was10

developed and augmented as a preprocessing stage for a standard 22-channel noise-band vocoder. This model11

was used to subjectively and objectively assess consonant discrimination in commercial and experimental12

coding strategies.13

Stimuli consisting of consonant-vowel (CV) and vowel-consonant-vowel (VCV) tokens were processed14

by either the Advanced Combination Encoder (ACE) or the Excitability Controlled Coding (ECC) strate-15

gies, and later resynthesized to audio using the aforementioned vocoder model. Baseline performance was16

measured using unprocessed versions of the speech tokens.17

Behavioural responses were collected from seven normal hearing (NH) volunteers, while EEG data were18

recorded from five NH participants. Psychophysical results indicate that while there may be a difference in19

consonant perception between the two tested coding strategies, mismatch negativity (MMN) waveforms do20

not show any marked trends in CV or VCV contrast discrimination.21

22

Keywords: Neural vocoder, ACE, ECC, objective measures, EEG, MMN.23

1. Introduction24

In a typical Nucleus device, processing an incoming sound signal usually involves a Fast Fourier Transform25

(FFT) filterbank stage that decomposes the acoustic signal into 22 spectral channels, corresponding to the26

total number of implanted electrodes. The standard coding strategy used for these devices is the Advanced27

Combination Encoder (ACE), which selects only the n channels with the highest energy content from the28

available 22. These n electrodes are stimulated with biphasic pulses at the predefined channel stimulation29

rate. In this coding strategy, the intensity of the acoustic signal is encoded in the amplitude of the stimulating30

biphasic pulses (Zeng et al., 2008). However, the ACE strategy accounts for neither the refractory period31

of the auditory nerves nor the electric field interaction between neighbouring electrodes.32

Encoding loudness information in the amplitude of the stimulating pulses leads to louder signals that33

have poorer spectral resolution due to increasing electric field interactions between electrodes. One way34
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to address this problem is to instead encode the incoming acoustic signal’s intensity levels in the channel35

stimulation rate while keeping the pulse amplitude constant (Lai and Dillier, 2012). In this scenario, the36

pulse amplitude is kept at the threshold level of audibility (or slightly above threshold), while the stimulation37

rate varies as a function of the intensity of the original sound signal. Such an approach is implemented in the38

Excitability Controlled Coding (ECC) algorithm, which is a custom-designed coding strategy that takes into39

account the parasitic electrode interactions and neuronal refractoriness in addition to encoding the signal40

intensity in the stimulation rate (Babacan et al., 2010).41

The perceptual differences between ACE and ECC have not been fully explored yet. For instance,42

compared to ACE, ECC is more likely to spread the resultant activity across the electrode array, similar to43

the PACE coding strategy (Nogueira et al., 2005). Any resultant reduction in perceived loudness due to the44

reduced stimulus density could be compensated for by increasing the stimulation level, in the same way this45

is accounted for with the PACE strategy (Büchner et al., 2008). In terms of speech discrimination, possible46

benefits of neurophysiologically based techniques, such as ECC, may be manifest in improved identification47

of Consonant-Vowel (CV) transitions. Psychoacoustic or electrophysiological discrimination of voice onset48

time and formant transitions may be studied using synthesized speech tokens (Klatt, 1980) with variations49

of specific phonological features in discrete steps (Raz and Noffsinger, 1985; Iverson, 2001; Stephens and50

Holt, 2011; Digeser et al., 2009; Henkin et al., 2008; Hant and Alwan, 2000).51

To evaluate different coding strategies, especially during the development stages, vocoder simulations52

of the processed sound signal can be presented to normal hearing (NH) listeners (Shannon et al., 1995; Fu53

and Shannon, 1999; Lai et al., 2003; Strydom and Hanekom, 2011; Chen and Loizou, 2011; Massida et al.,54

2011; Chen, 2012). These signals are hypothesized to simulate speech cues transmitted through the implant.55

Such listening tests with NH subjects are often performed to allow optimization of algorithm parameters in56

addition to the identification of potential problems that might occur during the processing stages.57

One problem with existing vocoder implementations (e.g. Strydom and Hanekom, 2011; Chen and Loizou,58

2011; Chen, 2012; Massida et al., 2011) is that they are based on purely signal processing concepts, and hence59

do not take into account important biophysical phenomena involved with stimulus perception in cochlear60

implant (CI) users. For this reason, a vocoder implementation based on a neural model is advantageous,61

since it helps more closely simulate the cues perceived by CI subjects than a typical vocoder implementation.62

Psychoacoustic experiments may be time-consuming and attention-dependent, thus it is beneficial to63

develop evaluation procedures based on objective measures, such as Event-Related Potentials (ERP)s that64

can be obtained from raw Electroencephalography (EEG) recordings (Lonka et al., 2013; Kraus et al., 1993).65

ERPs have been successfully recorded for both CI and NH subjects (Kraus et al., 1993) and may be useful66

for revealing discrimination abilities for various speech (Kraus et al., 1993; Kühnis et al., 2013) and music67

features (Sandmann et al., 2010; Lonka et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013; Agrawal et al., 2013).68

Thus, the aim of this study is to develop a platform for objectively testing the output of various coding69

strategies in terms of consonant discrimination in different vowel contexts (CV or Vowel-Consonant-Vowel70

(VCV)). A neural vocoder model based on biophysical parameters was implemented to simulate the outputs71

of both ACE and ECC. Two experiments were then carried out: in Experiment I, these simulations of ACE72

and ECC were used to psychophysically test speech perception with NH volunteers. In Experiment II, EEG73

data was collected from a subset of those NH subjects using the Optimum-I oddball paradigm (Näätänen74

et al., 2004). Mismatch Negativity (MMN) waveforms were then calculated from the raw EEG data for75

different CV and VCV contrasts. Possible correlations between the psychophysical and EEG data were76

investigated.77

2. Materials and Methods78

2.1. Vocoder Processing79

2.1.1. Standard Vocoder80

All stimuli were processed via a program developed by (Omran et al., 2010; Laneau et al., 2006) based81

on modules from the Nucleus Matlab Toolbox (NMT) provided by Cochlear. Stimuli were loaded and82

processed once by ACE and once by ECC using a standard test map with the following parameters: channel83
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stimulation rate was set to 900 Hz with 10 maxima, 22 electrodes (channels), and threshold and comfort84

levels at 0 and 100 Current Level (CL) units, respectively, for all electrodes. The CL scale is a clinical85

current scale used to describe the intensity of a pulse, and ranges between the threshold and comfortably86

loud levels (T- and C-levels, respectively) that vary between electrodes and across patients. The CL scale87

is related to µA according to the following equation:88

Istim = 17.5µA ∗ 100CL/255 (1)

Processing WAV files with the designated coding strategy yields pulse sequences for each channel that89

can be used to stimulate a CI patient’s electrode array. This sequence is usually represented in the form of a90

channel-time matrix, in which the pulse magnitude on each of the 22 channels is shown versus time (Figure91

1) (Lai and Dillier, 2013).92

These pulse sequences were resynthesized back into an audio signal using a standard noise-band vocoder.93

The envelope of each channel was used to modulate a noise signal with the same frequency band, and then94

these outputs were summed across all channels to yield the reconstructed audio signal.95

Such a vocoder implementation is unsuitable for resynthesizing audio from pulses generated by ECC96

because it assumes that loudness information is encoded in the pulse amplitudes but not in the pulse97

rates, leading to an almost inaudible output. Furthermore, merely amplifying this audio signal introduces98

distortions, which renders the signal inappropriate for further testing. In addition, this vocoder does not take99

into account any biophysical phenomena, such as parasitic spread of excitation and neuronal refractoriness.100

To address these limitations, a neural model was implemented as a preprocessing stage to the standard101

vocoder.102

2.1.2. Neural-based Vocoder Model103

The neural model stage, which takes an arbitrary pulse sequence and processes it using a simple neural104

network, was based largely on the work in (Bruce et al., 1999b,c,a; McKay and McDermott, 1998; Cohen105

et al., 2003; Cohen, 2009a,b,c,d,e; Chen and Zhang, 2007; Florentine and Zwicker, 1979; McKay et al., 2003).106

In these studies, various neuronal models were proposed to account for loudness perception as a function107

of pulse rate and pulse amplitude. Various aspects of these models were integrated together and modified108

to have three processing stages, similar to those in Bruce et al. (1999b); Fredelake (2012); Fredelake and109

Hohmann (2012); Hamacher (2004), in order to obtain a block that takes a CI pulse sequence as input and110

produces a response which mimics that of a typical Auditory Nerve (AN) fibre when stimulated using the111

same pulse sequence.112

In the first stage of the proposed model, Integrate and Fire (I&F) neuron populations are stimulated113

with the designated pulse sequence (e.g. Figure 1). Depending on the amplitude of the stimulating current,114

the influence of an electrode may spread to neighbouring neuronal populations as demonstrated in Figure115

2 by the coloured curves (Cohen et al., 2003; Lai and Dillier, 2012). For example, low-amplitude stimuli,116

as indicated by the red pulses in Figure 2, produce smaller spatial spread compared to higher amplitude117

stimuli (the blue pulses). If the amplitude of the stimulus is very large, then its effect may spread to118

other populations that should normally be stimulated by neighbouring electrodes. The green pulses show119

that when the rate of stimulation is high, the neurons are stimulated strongly. The low amplitude of the120

individual green pulses helps limit the spread of excitation from affecting neighbouring populations. The121

output of this stage is the spiking activity (0 or 1) for each neuron versus time. Please note that adaptation122

is not included in the proposed model.123

In the second stage, the weighted sum of the output spikes of each I&F neuron population is averaged124

by a single spatiotemporal integrator (Figure 2), to yield the average population activity. Altogether, there125

are 22 spatiotemporal integrator units corresponding to the number of channels.126

In the third stage, the average population activity per channel versus time is then grouped into a matrix127

whose entries are passed through a loudness scaling function. The final output of this phase is a matrix128

whose entries are scaled between 0 and 100 on the CL scale. This matrix resembles a spectrogram (Figure129

4), such that the ”loudness” information is shown for each frequency band (channel) with time.130

Each stage of the model is described in detail in the following sections.131
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Figure 1: Examples of a typical pulse sequence for processing the token /a-Sa/. The height of each pulse represents the stimulus
amplitude re. to the CL scale. The variable stimulation rate in ECC is used to encode loudness. These electrodograms were
generated by a modified version of the software described in Lai and Dillier (2013).

Leaky Integrate and Fire Neurons132

. The leaky I&F neuron model is described by Equation 2, which is the finite difference approximation of133

the equation provided in (Chen and Zhang, 2007). Vmem is the neuron’s membrane voltage as a function of134

time, ∆t represents 1/stimulation rate, Vrest is the neuron’s resting membrane potential, R is the channel135

resistance, Istim represents the positive phase of the biphasic stimulus current in Ampere as a function of136

time (Fredelake, 2012), and τ is the neuron’s RC time constant, where C is the neuron’s inherent membrane137

capacitance. The term Vnoise is normally distributed between ±2 mV, which is added to introduce stochastic138

firing behaviour.139

In this I&F model, the neuron acts as an integrator which builds up its membrane voltage, Vmem,140

according to the input current’s magnitude and timing, in addition to the neuron’s R and C values. If141

Vmem exceeds the neuron’s inherent threshold voltage (Vthr), the neuron fires an action potential, or spike,142

resets Vmem back to the resting potential value, Vrest, and the neuron enters a refractory state. During this143

absolute refractory period, the neuron cannot respond to any novel stimulus (Chen and Zhang, 2007).144

Vmem(t+∆t) = Vmem(t) +
∆t

τ

[

− (Vmem(t)− Vrest) +RIstim

]

+ Vnoise (2)

Overall, 1000 I&F neuronal instances were created to simulate the AN fibres. Increasing the number of145

AN fibres beyond 1000 is not expected to improve the quality of the resynthesized speech (Holmberg et al.,146

2007).147

Pulse sequences that were used to stimulate the I&F neuron populations were first converted from the148

CL scale to µA using Equation 1. Negm and Bruce (2014) provide a model for a single node of Ranvier149

in a mammalian AN fibre, with values of R and C given to be 1953.49 MΩ, and 0.0714 pF, respectively.150

Each of the 1000 neurons was assigned an R value normally distributed between 1900 MΩ and 2000 MΩ,151

and a C value normally distributed between 0.07 pF and 0.5 pF. Additionally, each neuron was assigned a152

random Vrest value normally distributed between -80 mV and -55 mV, and a random Vthr value normally153

distributed between -50 mV and -36 mV, according to electrophysiological measurements made in Waters154
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Figure 2: Neural model stages. The pulse sequence arrives as input to the electrode array. Each electrode is assigned an I&F
neural population consisting of roughly 48 neurons. The coloured curves represent the current spread between neighbouring
neural populations depending on the stimulus current intensity. The output spikes of each neural population are spatiotempo-
rally averaged to obtain the population activity per channel versus time. The integration function A(t) is defined by Equation
4. The population activity is then scaled between the T- and C-levels.

and Helmchen (2006). Note that in this paper, the authors recorded from pyramidal neurons in the cortex155

of anesthesized rats. The exact parameter values for the I&F neurons are given in Table 1.156

Each electrode was assigned a population of 47-48 neurons as represented by the light grey circles in157

Figure 2. It is assumed that each electrode is placed such that maximal stimulation lies right in the centre158

of its corresponding neural population. This is unrealistic, however it significantly simplifies computation.159

The general trend of the spread profile was elegantly modelled in Cohen et al. (2003) by a set of expo-160

nential curves, which demonstrate that as the stimulus current amplitude increases, both the width and the161

peak of the spatial spread profile also increase. The I&F neuron model incorporates Cohen et al. (2003)’s162

spatial spread profile, whereby the spatial spread is a Gaussian distribution with a mean µ and standard163

deviation σ. The peak, which is defined by the mean of the spatial spread distribution, is always placed at164

the centre of the neural population . The spatial spread constant, which is defined by the standard deviation165

σ, is set as a function of the stimulus current such that larger current pulses result in a wider spread. This166

is illustrated by Equation 3. The conversion factor of 10−3(distance/µA) is essential for scaling down the167

value of the current to be suitable for use as a standard deviation. Otherwise, σ would be too large to168

produce an appropriate Gaussian curve, with its peak at a normalized value of 1. In this model, the unit of169

distance is arbitrary, and represents the width of the spread curve from the centre of the neural population.170

The whole curve is then scaled according to the input current amplitude to account for the dependence of171

the peak on the stimulus level (Hartmann et al., 1984).172

σ(IµA) = IµA ∗ 10−3
distance

µA

(3)

Each neuron is then stimulated with the current spread functions and if the neuron’s membrane voltage,173

Vmem, exceeds its inherent threshold, Vthr, the neuron fires an action potential (spike), resets its membrane174

potential back to the resting potential, Vrest, and enters a refractory state. Each neuron was assigned a175

random absolute refractory period from a normal distribution between 1 µs and 300 µs. However, these176

values are less than the mean absolute refractory period (about 330 µs) measured from AN fibres in cats177
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Table 1: Parameter values for the I&F neuronal model.

Parameter Value(s) Reference

R Normally distributed (Negm and Bruce, 2014)

between 1900 MΩ and 2000 MΩ

C Normally distributed (Negm and Bruce, 2014)

between 0.07 pF and 0.5 pF

Absolute Refractory Normally distributed

Period between 1µs and 300 µs mean of about 330µs in Miller et al. (2001)

Total number of

I&F neurons used 1000 (Holmberg et al., 2007)

Number of neurons

per population ∼ 48 -

Number of populations 22 -

Vthr Normally distributed (Negm and Bruce, 2014;

between -50 mV and -36 mV Waters and Helmchen, 2006)

Vrest Normally distributed (Negm and Bruce, 2014;

between -80 mV and -55 mV Waters and Helmchen, 2006)

(Miller et al., 2001). Additionally, relative refractory periods were not included in this model. The output178

spike patterns of every neuron are then recorded in a raster matrix (Figure 3).179

It should be noted that Adamson et al. (2002) provide some evidence for differences in firing behaviour180

between apical and basal AN fibres. Apical neurons exhibit slow adaptation properties and a prolonged181

latency compared with more basal neurons. Moreover, Fu (2005) found that loudness balance functions182

between apical and basal electrodes varied with stimulation rate. These results suggest that low frequency183

stimulation may be processed differently across different electrodes, which also varies from patient to patient.184

For simplicity, differences between the firing properties or responses of basal and apical neurons were not185

considered in this model.186

Spatiotemporal Integration187

. The spikes output by the I&F neuron layer are then relayed to an integrator unit in the second stage of188

the model. The 47-48 I&F neurons within each population are connected to a single integrator as shown in189

Figure 2, with the strength of each connection scaled by its synaptic weight. For computational simplicity,190

it is assumed that the synaptic weights Wi → Wn are normally distributed, with a peak value of 1 assigned191

at the middle of the population. This means that the centre-most neuron is always assumed to contribute192

the most to the spatial sum, and hence is assigned a maximum possible weight of 1. The weights of all other193

neurons in the periphery decrease following a Gaussian curve. These weights are then multiplied by the194

sum of the spikes output from each I&F neuron over a time window ∆t, which is set to 35 ms to improve195

computational speed. This value is close to the time window duration of 10 ms specified in (McKay and196

McDermott, 1998). This ∆t is a different parameter from the one used in Equation 2. Inhibition effects197

are not considered here, even though inhibitory neurons play an important role in higher level cortical198

computations.199

The output of the integrator is the average activity of its corresponding I&F neuron population, as200

computed by Equation 4. A(t) represents the average population activity as a function of time, n is the201

total number of neurons in a given population, ∆t is the averaging time window, and Wi is the weight202

of the ith neuron in the population. This equation is modified from the one described in Gerstner and203

Kistler (2002) in order to include synaptic weighting when considering the contribution of each neuron in204

the population. There are 22 integrators in total, representing the 22 channels. More importantly, applying205
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Figure 3: Spike rasters for processing the speech token /a-Sa/. The intensity of the stimulus leads to a wider current spread
across more neurons (represented on the vertical axis) in ACE compared to ECC. This is hypothesized to result in worse
spectral resolution.

Equation 4 to the output of the I&F neurons converts the data from spikes to spike rate, which is a more206

meaningful measure that can be used in conjunction with psychophysical data to model loudness growth207

perception (McKay and McDermott, 1998; Yates et al., 1990). This output is shown in Figure 4.208

A(t) =
1

n ∗∆t

[
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(
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Figure 4: Population activity matrix for processing the speech token /a-Sa/ with ACE (4(a)) and ECC (4(b)).

Loudness Estimation209

. The output of the integrator layer has to be converted from spike rate to a suitable loudness scale before210
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resynthesis. The literature contains various models of the relationship between neuronal firing rate as a211

function of stimulus intensity in dB (Bruce et al., 1999a; Yates et al., 1990; Chatterjee and Zwislocki, 1998;212

Zwislocki, 1973). In these papers, a general sigmoidal function translating stimulus intensity to neuronal213

firing rate is defined, albeit with different parameter sets.214

The sigmoid loudness growth function had still to be optimized for the model output, especially in setting215

the threshold. Following the example of Pasley et al. (2012), who used a linear model to reconstruct speech216

from spikes recorded from human cortex, a piece-wise linear approximation to the sigmoid was used, which217

allowed the slope and midpoint (and indirectly the threshold) of the function to be set independently of218

each other. The threshold of this function was empirically set to 1/4 the maximum firing rate among all219

neuronal populations. Any firing rate above this threshold was linearly transformed to a value between T-220

and C-level (0 and 100, respectively).221

Greenwood Synthesis Filters222

. Because cochleae vary in size and shape from one person to another, electrode locations are different223

across patients (Stakhovskaya et al., 2007). The stimulated tonotopic location can be approximated based224

on the length of the patient’s cochlea and the electrode array insertion depth. Greenwood showed that a225

general tonotopic function can describe the frequency-to-place mapping in the cochleae of multiple species,226

including humans, if the size of the cochlea was scaled accordingly (Greenwood, 1990). Equation 5 shows227

this relationship, where for a human cochlea, A = 165.4 (to give a centre frequency F in Hz), a = 0.06 if228

the distance on the basilar membrane, x, measured from the apex is in millimeters, and k = 1 for humans229

(Greenwood, 1990).230

The cochlear length and insertion depth parameters were set to the average dimensions of 33 mm and 22231

mm, respectively, to approximate each electrode’s location on the basilar membrane (Başkent and Shannon,232

2004). The tonotopic frequencies corresponding to those locations were then used as the vocoder synthesis233

filters.234

FHz = A(10ax − k) (5)

Note that this model assumes the stimulated frequencies along the Spiral Ganglion (SG) are identical to235

those along the organ of Corti. This is not the case, as was shown in Stakhovskaya et al. (2007), in which236

a function was derived to map the Greenwood frequencies along the organ of Corti to their corresponding237

tonotopic locations along the SG. Such a function would provide a more accurate model for the electrode-238

neural interface.239

2.2. Stimuli240

The use of CV or VCV speech tokens in consonant perception experiments, such as those utilized in241

(Raz and Noffsinger, 1985; Dorman et al., 1997; Stephens and Holt, 2011), arises from the observation that242

speech confusion in CI patients occurs mainly between stop consonants that differ in place of articulation.243

In this study, two sets of stimuli were used: a group of synthetic CV tokens, and another comprised of244

naturally-spoken VCV tokens.245

There were four versions of each stimulus: an unprocessed version (referred to as unprocessed), a version246

that was processed by ACE and then resynthesized using the standard vocoder (ACEold), another version247

also processed by ACE but resynthesized with the neural-based vocoder (ACEneural), and a final version248

that was processed by ECC and resynthesized using the neural-based vocoder(ECCneural).249

2.2.1. CV tokens250

For this stimulus set, 13 different stimuli were generated using a Klatt synthesizer (Klatt, 1980). Stimuli251

1, 7, and 13 represent the anchor tokens /ba/, /da/, and /ga/ respectively, while the others provide the252

transitions between those tokens: from anchor /ba/ to anchor /da/ and from anchor /da/ to anchor /ga/.253

The term anchor refers to the tokens that were most distinguished as /ba/, /da/, and /ga/. The transition254

tokens on the other hand were artificial manipulations done to the anchor stimuli to achieve a full stimulus255

continuum. These transition tokens were created by varying the formant frequencies in discrete steps for the256
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consonant part of the tokens, as was done in Raz and Noffsinger (1985). For a single token, the total duration257

was set to 300 ms: The consonant transients lasted for 40 ms, while the steady-state vowel component lasted258

for 260 ms, as highlighted in Figure 5. Because the differences between these anchor tokens lie in only one259

or two formant transitions, CI processing with limited spectrotemporal resolution would lead to a high level260

of confusion among these tokens.261

These stimuli were chosen because their consonants belong to the same phonetic group, the oral stop262

consonants, and thus are usually confused by CI subjects (Raz and Noffsinger, 1985). This makes them263

useful for investigating the degree of consonant confusion across different CI coding strategies.264

Each token was processed using the four conditions (unprocessed, ACEold, ACEneural, and ECCneural),265

which yielded 52 different stimuli (13 tokens * 4 processing conditions).266

/ba/ /da/ /ga/

Frequency (KHz)

Time (ms)

40 ms 260 ms

Figure 5: Schematized spectrograms of the unprocessed /ba/-/da/-/ga/ anchor tokens. Differences between those tokens lie in
only the second and third formants. Figure inspired by stimuli representation provided in Hant and Alwan 2000.

2.2.2. VCV tokens267

An additional VCV test battery was included. The speech tokens in this set were all prerecorded natural268

stimuli spoken by Jochen Sotscheck (Sotscheck, 1982). This stimulus group was chosen to compare subjects’269

performance on tests with synthetic versus natural stimuli.270

There were 12 tokens in total. All tokens started and ended in the vowel /a/, with a consonant embedded271

in the middle from the group b, d, g, f, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t. This gave rise to the following tokens: /a-272

Ba/, /a-Da/, /a-Ga/, /a-Fa/, /a-Ka/, /a-La/, /a-Ma/, /a-Na/, /a-Pa/, /a-Ra/, /a-Sa/, and273

/a-Ta/. The advantage of using this test set is that it not only allows examining subjects’ performance on274

natural speech tokens, but also investigating discrimination difficulties among members of the sonorant and275

non-sonorant consonant groups.276

2.3. Subjects277

Seven NH participants (2 males) aged between 25 and 52 years (mean age 32.71 years; standard deviation278

9.95 years) volunteered to take part in the psychophysical experiment. These volunteers had pure tone279

hearing thresholds on both ears of less than 20 dB HL from 250 Hz - 4 kHz at the time of testing. Only four280

of the seven participants were able to come back for the EEG experiment, thus one additional volunteer281

(male) was recruited for that experiment, yielding a total of five subjects. The participants were either282

fluent in German or had some working knowledge of that language. All subjects gave their informed consent283

prior to experimentation.284

3. Experiment I: Psychophysics285

3.1. Procedure286

This experiment was conducted in a sound-proof anechoic chamber. Stimuli were presented from an287

insert-earphone placed in the subject’s right ear, while the left ear was not stimulated. This was done to be288

9



able to compare results obtained from the NH subjects tested in this experiment with those from unilaterally289

implanted CI subjects. The experimental protocol adopted here follows that defined in Raz and Noffsinger290

(1985); Stephens and Holt (2011); Iverson (2001).291

3.1.1. CV Tokens292

For this set, a three-alternative forced-choice task (3AFC) was used, in which the subjects listened to293

a random token from the 13 different files defining the /ba/-/da/-/ga/ continuum, and were then required294

to identify whether the token they heard was /ba/, /da/, or /ga/. Each token from the 13 was repeated 4295

times for a total of 52 presentations in each of the four experimental conditions. In a given condition, all296

tokens were pseudorandomly shuffled and then presented to the participants.297

All four experimental conditions (unprocessed, ACEold, ACEneural, and ECCneural) were preceded with298

a training phase, in which the subjects were familiarised with the anchor tokens. This was followed by a self-299

test phase with feedback, again using only the anchor tokens, to familiarise subjects with the test procedure.300

Finally, the actual test was carried out, in which all 13 tokens were presented (anchor and transition), with301

4 repetitions each and no feedback. The test was repeated, and the average results from the two tests302

were analysed. Each experimental session lasted for one hour, and subjects were asked to come back for a303

re-test session. In the re-test session, subjects also underwent training, self-test, and 2 actual test phases,304

and results from the 2 actual tests on the second session were averaged with those obtained from the first305

session.306

3.1.2. VCV Tokens307

A 12AFC task was used for this set, in which each token was presented 4 times in a pseudorandom order,308

for a total of 48 presentations per experimental condition. Each test was preceded with a training and a309

self-test phase, as with the CV set. All tests were conducted using the MACarena software (Lai and Dillier,310

2002).311

3.2. Results312

3.2.1. CV Tokens313

The percentage correct responses for each token were first averaged across the two test sessions, and314

then averaged across all participants for each experimental condition (Figure 6). The tokens presented are315

plotted on the x-axis, while the mean percentage responses for each token are shown on the y-axis.316

The data show that the performance with processed tokens is poorer compared with the unprocessed317

condition, as indicated by the absence of well defined regions for each category in the processed conditions.318

For example, the ACEold panel in Figure 6 shows a large confusion between the /da/ and /ga/ categories.319

From these data, the three anchor tokens (/ba/, /da/, and /ga/), in addition to the middle token on the320

/da/-/ga/ continuum, were chosen for the EEG experiment. The confusions for these four tokens are plotted321

in Figure 7 for better illustration. When CI processing is used, the cues for /ga/ become less salient since322

subjects were more likely to identify it as /da/ (the ACEold panel in Figure 7). When the neural-based323

vocoder is introduced, those cues start emerging again compared to the ACEold scenario, but at the expense324

of the cues for /ba/ (panels ACEneural and ECCneural in Figure 7).325

3.2.2. VCV Tokens326

Responses from each subject for this token group were first averaged across the two test sessions and then327

averaged across subjects. Subject responses for these tokens are represented as confusion matrices (Figure328

8): the presented tokens are plotted on the x-axis, while the responses are shown on the y-axis. The third329

dimension corresponds to the mean percentage responses. For example, in the ACEold panel in Figure 8,330

the token /a-Pa/ is correctly identified in 100% of the trials, while the token /a-Na/ is confused with /a-La/331

almost 40% of the time. For this stimulus category, the tokens /a-La/, /a-Ba/, /a-Ma/, and /a-Na/ were332

chosen for the EEG experiment.333
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Figure 6: Mean percentage correct responses and standard errors for the CV set. Plot style inspired from (Raz and Noffsinger,
1985).

3.3. Discussion334

3.3.1. CV Tokens335

From Figure 5, one can see that the differences between /ba/ and the other two anchors lie in the second336

and third formants. However, the difference between the /da/ and /ga/ tokens is only in the third formant:337

the first two formants have a similar profile. This means that any changes that happen to the third formant338

in these tokens will lead to a higher probability of confusion between the two tokens. When CI processing is339

applied (ACEold, ACEneural, or ECCneural), distortions are introduced starting from the third formant up,340

while most of the information in the first two formants is preserved. This may explain the larger confusion341

observed between the /da/ and /ga/ categories in all three processed conditions.342

Another difference lies between the neural model and the standard vocoder. Whereas only the cues for343

/da/ and /ga/ are confused together for ACEold, for ACEneural all three token categories become blurred,344

as can be seen by the appearance of some /ba/ responses given for tokens /da-ga/ and /ga/. Such an effect345

can be attributed to additional smearing from the channel interaction introduced by the neural model.346

Comparing the performance across ACEneural and ECCneural reveals that while the token /ga/ becomes347

more readily identified, the confusion rate for the other two categories /ba/ and /da/ increases. This may348

be caused by the additional spread of activity induced by the ECC coding strategy which could affect not349

only the third formant, but also the second.350
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Figure 7: Plot showing how the tokens chosen for the EEG experiments are categorized in the psychophysical tests. Each box
represents the percentage responses given to classify the token as /ba/ (red), /da/ (blue), or /ga/ (black).

3.3.2. VCV Tokens351

The VCV tokens chosen for this experiment span sonorant (/m/, /n/, and /l/) and non-sonorant (/b/)352

consonant groups. /m/ and /n/ are classified as nasal stop consonants, /l/ is classified as a liquid, and /b/353

as an oral stop consonant.354

When ACEold is used (top-right panel of Figure 9), /a-Na/ is largely perceived as /a-La/, and /a-Ma/355

is sometimes confused with /a-Na/. This indicates that differences within subgroups of consonants (nasal356

stop) and across subgroups (nasal stop and liquids), but not across groups (sonorant and non-sonorant) are357

likely to be smeared.358

Processing the tokens with ACEneural introduces more confusion across the two subgroups nasal-stop359

and liquids, but not between sonorants and non-sonorants. Again this may be due to the channel interaction360

arising from the neural model processing.361

Finally, when processing the tokens with ECCneural, /a-Ma/ and /a-Na/ are largely confused with362

/a-La/, and /a-Ba/ becomes slightly mixed with /a-Ma/. In this case, the nasal stops and liquids are363

confused together in addition to some distortions that are introduced in the token /a-Ba/. The spectrum364

for /a-Ba/ is characterized by a visible discontinuity at the lower formants due to the narrowing of the vocal365

tract constriction to obstruct airflow. When ECCneural is applied, some distortions are introduced in this366

discontinuity, thus making a smoother transition between the first and second /a/, which in turn increases367

the chance that /a-Ba/ is confused with other tokens that do not have a discontinuity in their spectra (like368

/a-Ma/).369
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Figure 8: Confusion matrices for the VCV set.

It should be pointed out that the neural-based vocoder is not expected to yield better performance370

compared to the standard channel vocoder. The results from ACEold are suspected to be over-optimistic371

since the model does not account for parasitic spread of excitation, for example, which would lead to more372

degraded performance. Thus, the higher confusion arising from using ACEneural as opposed to ACEold is373

in fact anticipated. However, to assess how close the neural-based vocoder comes to real CI performance374

would require some additional comparisons between these results from ACEold and ACEneural and data375

from actual CI patients, which is beyond the present scope of this study.376

4. Experiment II: EEG Recordings377

To investigate neural correlates of how similar phonemes can be distinguished from each other, MMN378

responses can be computed from subjects’ ERP waveforms (Ortmann et al., 2013). An MMN waveform379

usually contains a perceptible negativity which peaks between 100 to 200 ms after the onset of a change in380

the stimulus (Näätänen, 2000). This can be obtained using an oddball paradigm, such as that defined in381

Lonka et al. (2013); Zhang et al. (2013); Kraus et al. (1993); Kühnis et al. (2013); Ortmann et al. (2013).382

In an oddball paradigm, two stimulus types are defined: a standard and a deviant. The standard stimulus383

is presented to the subjects at regular intervals and is occasionally interrupted by the deviant stimulus at384

pseudorandom timestamps. For example, if the standard stimulus is the speech token /da/ and the deviant385

is /ba/, then a typical stimulus sequence using this paradigm would be da-da-da-... ba-da-da...ba-da....,386

where the probability of occurrence of the standard /da/ token is usually 75-85 %, while that of the deviant387

/ba/ token is around 15-25% (Lonka et al., 2013; Kraus et al., 1993). The MMN waveform is then computed388

by subtracting the ERP response to the standard stimulus from the response to the deviant one (Näätänen,389

2000).390

The ERP resulting from the deviant stimulus is thought to shed some light on the perception of a391

difference between the standard and the deviant stimuli at the cortical level. Hence this response can be392
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used as a measure for associating cortical neural responses with subjects’ ability to differentiate similar393

phonemes, if one of the tokens is used as the standard stimulus and the other is used as the deviant (Kraus394

et al., 1993; Ortmann et al., 2013; Kühnis et al., 2013; Näätänen, 2000).395

Because of the large number of experimental conditions tested, the Optimum-1 oddball paradigm396

(Näätänen et al., 2004) was used with some modifications. The stimulus stream began with 15 presen-397

tations of the standard followed by alternating deviant-standard pairs, which were put in groups containing398

each of the 3 deviants tested. In each repetition of the group, the deviants were pseudorandomly shuffled.399

There were 40 presentations per deviant and 130 presentations of the standard token for each of the two400

stimulus groups under each of the four experimental conditions. All stimuli were delivered using the software401

Presentation (NeuroBehaviouralSystems, http://www.neurobs.com). EEG responses were recorded for each402

subject and stored for further offline processing.403

4.1. Procedure404

Subjects were seated in an electromagnetically-shielded room, in which they were stimulated in the right405

ear via an insert earphone while the left ear was plugged. They were asked to watch a silent subtitled movie406

as a distractor task (Lonka et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013; Kraus et al., 1993; Kühnis et al., 2013; Ortmann407

et al., 2013).408
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Since the goal of this experiment was to examine responses to easy and difficult token contrasts, three409

token contrasts were taken from the two stimulus groups as follows.410

4.1.1. CV Tokens411

The anchor token /da/ was chosen as the standard stimulus with three different contrast categories:412

the anchor token /ba/ represents an easy contrast because it is easily distinguishable from /da/ under the413

different processing conditions. The anchor token /ga/ was chosen to represent a more difficult contrast,414

while the middle token between the /da/ and /ga/ transitions was chosen to represent the most difficult case415

of the three, in which the deviant cannot be distinguished from the standard even in the unprocessed case.416

This token is referred to as intermediate /da-ga/ in the rest of this paper. The easy contrast is expected to417

elicit the largest MMN waveform compared to the other two cases, while the response to the intermediate418

/da-ga/ token is expected to be the smallest.419

4.1.2. VCV Tokens420

For this set, /a-La/ was chosen as the standard, and the contrast /a-La/ versus /a-Ba/ was taken as the421

easy contrast because those two tokens are seldom confused with one another under the different processing422

conditions. The contrasts /a-La/ vs. /a-Ma/ and /a-La/ vs. /a-Na/ were chosen as difficult contrasts423

because they are confused together across three of the four experimental conditions (see Figure 9).424

4.2. EEG Data Analysis425

The actiCAP 64Ch Standard-2 electrode cap configuration, which is a 64-electrode setup numbered426

according to the 10-20 system, was used. Electrode impedances were kept below 30 KΩ using the actiCAP427

software.428

All EEG recordings were captured via Brain Vision Recorder. Waveforms were bandpass-filtered between429

0.1-250Hz, and sampled at a rate of 500 Hz. The amplifier resolution was set to 0.1 µV, with positive polarity430

set to point upwards.431

The recorded EEG data were processed offline using Brain Vision Analyzer 2.1. EEG waveforms were432

filtered using a Butterworth zero phase filter, with a low cutoff of 1 Hz at 12 dB/octave, a high cutoff of 25433

Hz at 24 dB/octave, and a notch filter at 50 Hz to get rid of interference from electrical equipment in the434

room.435

The Infomax Independent Component Analysis (ICA) algorithm was used to extract eye-blinks and436

horizontal eye movement artefacts. The number of ICA components was set to the maximum number of437

channels (64).438

Data was re-referenced to the average of the two mastoid channels TP9 and TP10 to ensure that the439

MMN waveform is unbiased towards either of the hemispheres (Luck, 2005).440

Epochs were taken starting 50 ms pre-stimulus onset till 500 ms post-stimulus onset, were corrected441

locally for DC drifts, and were baseline-corrected starting at 50 ms pre-stimulus onset. For CV tokens, a442

single trigger was placed at stimulus onset, while for the VCV tokens two triggers were used. The first443

trigger was placed at stimulus onset, while the second was placed approximately where the consonant starts.444

MMN waveforms were calculated for N1 peaks, defined in the region between 100 and 200 ms post-445

stimulus onset.446

4.3. Results447

ERP responses to the deviants were rather weak compared to the data provided in Ortmann et al.448

(2013); Sandmann et al. (2009, 2010), and thus the results reported here are provided to help visualise the449

differences between those waveforms in the region between 100 ms and 200 ms.450
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4.3.1. CV Tokens451

Figure 10 shows the overlaid MMN responses for each token contrast under each of the four experimental452

conditions.453

From the psychophysical data for the unprocessed condition (top-left panel in Figure 7), it can be454

expected that MMN waveforms should contain a discernible peak for the deviants /ba/ and /ga/, but not455

for intermediate /da-ga/, since it is highly confused with /da/. However, the MMN waveforms in Figure456

10(a) elicited by the deviants /ga/ and intermediate /da-ga/ fail to show any noticeable negativities in the457

time between 100 and 200 ms.458

The psychophysical data in Figure 7 for ACEold indicate that while the token /ba/ may be clearly459

distinguished from /da/, the tokens /ga/ and intermediate /da-ga/ may not be as easily identified. This460

is due to the higher confusion rate with /da/ in contrast to the unprocessed condition. From that data,461

it can be speculated that the MMN peak for /ba/ should be much larger than that elicited by /ga/ or462

intermediate /da-ga/. However, the difference waves extracted for ACEold revealed positive mismatch463

peaks of comparable amplitudes for all three deviants (Figure 10(b)).464

For the ACEneural condition, the psychophysical data indicate that the cues for distinguishing /ga/ from465

/da/ become more salient compared to ACEold. This means that the MMN peak resulting from /ga/ and466

intermediate /da-ga/ should be larger than those elicited by the same contrasts in the ACEold scenario.467

Examining the MMN waveforms in Figure 10(c) fails to reveal discernible negativities for the deviants /ba/468

and /ga/.469

Finally, for the ECCneural condition, the behavioural data show that the subjects were able to distinguish470

/ga/ from /da/ at a much higher rate compared to the previous two processing conditions that relied on471

ACE. On the other hand, the cues for /ba/ appear to have been smeared as can be inferred from the large472

variability obtained for this token (Figure 7, bottom-right panel). This means that the MMN peak for /ga/473

should be larger than that for /ba/, which should in turn be larger than that for intermediate /da-ga/.474

Figure 10(d) reveals this to be the case, because for this experimental condition the token /ga/ was the least475

confused with /da/ as can be seen in the behavioural responses in Figure 7.476

4.3.2. VCV Tokens477

Results for the VCV tokens are shown in Figure 11. Examining the psychophysical data in Figure 9478

reveals that for the unprocessed case, all tokens are very clearly identified. This means that the MMN479

responses for all three tokens (/a-Ba/, /a-Ma/, and /a-Na/) should be comparable. Figure 11(a) does show480

similar waveforms, except that the MMN response for /a-Ma/ is larger than that of /a-Ba/, which is in turn481

larger than the response to /a-Na/.482

The ACEold, ACENeural, and ECCneural panels in Figure 9 show that the tokens /a-Ma/ and /a-Na/483

are largely perceived as /a-La/ in the CI simulations especially in the case where the neural-based vocoder484

(ACE or ECC) is used. This is expected to cause ERPs in response to both /a-Ma/ and /a-Na/ to be very485

similar to that of /a-La/, with ERP/a−Ma/ being slightly larger than ERP/a−Na/. Thus the response to486

the easy contrast /a-Ba/ is expected be the largest of the three. Figures 11(b) and 11(c) show this expected487

behaviour for ACEold and ACEneural, respectively. However, for the ECC condition (Figure 11(d)), this488

trend is lost since all deviants yield almost the same MMN amplitude.489

4.4. Discussion490

Although the aforementioned results seem to indicate that a trend that supports the posited hypothesis491

may exist, solid conclusions cannot be drawn regarding whether this trend in MMN responses is truly robust492

enough to be manifest in a larger number of participants.493

These results raise the question of whether the Optimum-1 paradigm was in fact suitable for testing the494

hypothesis in this study. The paradigm was introduced in Näätänen et al. (2004) with tone stimuli and not495

with speech. In this sense, it may be that using this paradigm with speech stimuli does not reveal robust496

MMN peaks. This idea was tested by averaging the ERPs from all deviants across all participants for the497

unprocessed condition and comparing that waveform to the grand-average ERP obtained from the standard498

token. The ERP obtained for all the deviants averaged together was smaller than that obtained for the499
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Figure 10: Grand Average MMN waveforms for the CV tokens. The zero point represents stimulus onset. The black curves
denote the MMN response for the deviant /ba/, the red curves are the MMN responses for /ga/, and the blue curves are for
the intermediate /da-ga/ token.

standard, which indicates that the paradigm might not have worked with the current speech stimuli. In500

that case, the traditional oddball paradigm might have provided better results.501

Additionally, the nature of the stimuli might have had an affect on the MMN waveforms seen. Using502

vocoded speech tokens may have induced smaller ERPs for the deviants because the stimuli now sound503

unnatural to the NH participants. Thus small differences between the tokens could no longer be consciously504

detected, especially since the duration of the consonant part of the CV tokens was quite short (40 ms long).505

For the VCVs, trigger placement was quite challenging because the beginning of the response to the506

consonant is unknown. Since the consonant occurs roughly between 150 ms and 180 ms post-stimulus onset,507

the actual response to that consonant is expected to occur between 280 ms and 380 ms instead of in the508
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Figure 11: Grand Average MMN waveforms for the VCV tokens. The zero point represents stimulus onset. The black curves
denote the MMN response for the deviant /a-Ba/, the red curves are the MMN responses for /a-Ma/, and the blue curves are
for the /a-Na/ token.

range 100 ms - 200 ms. For the unprocessed condition, the MMN peak between 280 ms and 380 ms is largest509

for /a-Na/ compared to that /a-Ma/, which is in turn larger than that of /a-Ba/. In fact the response to510

/a-Ba/ is quite small, which does not correlate with the psychophysics. For all CI processing conditions511

tested, the peak for /a-Ba/ becomes quite prominent in that time range, with the responses to /a-Ma/ and512

/a-Na/ being comparatively smaller. However, because these responses may be influenced by the response513

to first /a/ in the token, no solid conclusions can be drawn from these trends. Additionally, since the VCV514

tokens used in this study are naturally spoken, it is difficult to compare them because they are not strictly515

consistent in terms of duration and emphasis.516

Moreover, only 40 presentations per deviant were delivered, as was done in Henkin et al. (2008); Sand-517
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mann et al. (2010), to save significant testing time per participant. However, these are probably not enough518

and thus one option would be either to increase the number of presentations per deviant, or to increase the519

number of participants to guarantee that enough segments are present for averaging.520

5. Conclusion521

The neural model presented here allows not only simulating the output of the custom-designed ECC522

strategy, but also that of other newly developed coding strategies. This is beneficial in the sense that the523

output pulse sequences generated by experimental coding strategies can be resynthesized and subjectively524

evaluated, which can assist designers in the development phase. Moreover, because the neural-based vocoder525

incorporates characteristics of the neural interface, it may serve as a more accurate simulation compared to526

standard channel vocoders.527

Incorporating more complex functionality, such as inhibition and adaptation, may also influence the528

output of the synthesizer. Additionally, the spread of activity across electrodes should be explored as a529

function of the electrode location (basal vs. apical) as opposed to using the same current spread profile for530

all electrodes. The size and location of neuron populations should not be restricted to electrode positions,531

which means that maximum stimulation may fall anywhere along the neural population. This is in contrast532

to having maximum stimulation at the centre of the population as is done in the proposed model.533

Moreover, the model parameters need to be tested with unilaterally implanted CI subjects who have suf-534

ficient residual hearing in the non-implanted ear. The procedure would be to stimulate the non-implanted535

ear with the output of the neural-based vocoder, while stimulating the implanted ear with the unprocessed536

version of the same stimulus and asking subjects to subjectively rank the two stimuli. Additionally, psy-537

chophysical tests can be carried out using this stimulation method to assess how close the neural-based538

vocoder simulations are to capturing the cues transmitted by the implant.539

While the performance of the NH participants differs substantially across vocoding conditions, this540

dataset needs to be compared to one acquired from CI subjects listening to ACE and ECC before any mean-541

ingful comparisons between the two coding strategies, or between the standard and neural-based vocoder542

implementations can be made.543

In spite of the fact that the data acquired from the EEG experiments failed to give much information544

regarding expected trends in MMN responses to varying difficulties of speech tokens, the outcome of this545

pilot study serves as a first step in formulating a well-defined procedure for conducting a larger-scale study.546
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